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Let’s be honest — no one likes to sand. If you took a
vote around our shop, sanding would show up at the
bottom of the list of our favorite things to do — right
down there with sweeping up the floor.

But if you want a really great-looking project,
sanding is a necessary evil. The good news is that you
can minimize the chore of sanding and get great
results. So how do you do this? Simple. Take a look at

the sanding tips, tricks, and techniques that follow.
They’re used just about every day in our shop to
guarantee sanding success.

A few of the tips help by getting the process started
on the right foot. And others give you handy hints on
getting the results you want in less time. Finally, you’ll
find a few tricks for solving some of the more chal-
lenging sanding tasks you may run across.
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IN THE Shop

Here’s what you need to know to guarantee great
results — in less time — the next time you sand.

of our favorite tips for 

Sanding Success

Before you start sanding, it’s a
good idea to know when to stop.
To determine my stopping point, I
keep a couple things in mind.

Staining. The first thing to think
about is whether you’re going to
stain the project. With a pigment
stain, the stain sits in the pores and
scratches in the surface. So the finer
you sand, the smaller the scratches
and the lighter the final color.

Finish. The other factor that
determines how fine to sand is the

finish you use. Basically, the thicker
the finish, the less you have to sand.

An oil finish will soak in instead
of building up on the wood. So
instead of feeling the finish, what
you end up feeling is the surface of
the wood. So I typically sand the
wood to 220-grit. And then I wet
sand the finish coats with 320-grit to
end up with a very smooth surface.

For a finish that builds up on the
surface, like varnish or polyurethane,
a smooth finish is the key. So I only

sand the wood to about 150-grit.
After applying a few coats of finish
(and sanding in between), you
won’t be able to see or feel any
scratches in the surface.

The dust that builds up as you
sand will make the surface of a
workpiece feel smooth. But
what’s more important is how
the surface looks — and that
can be hard to determine with
dust hiding the surface.

To check your progress, use
a brush and shop vacuum to
remove all the dust. This also
picks up any loose pieces of
abrasive that can mar a project
by leaving behind their own
telltale scratches.
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Even if you check your progress as
you work, it’s still easy to miss a
stray scratch here and there. And a
small “glueprint” can be hard to
see even with a thorough cleanup.

To avoid these problems, I turn
to my finishing cabinet and pull out
a can of mineral spirits. Wiping
down the surface of the workpiece
with a rag soaked in mineral spirits
will reveal stray glue smudges.
Since the smudge won’t absorb any

of the mineral spirits and darken
like the wood, the excess glue will
stand out. Plus, scratches tend to
show up better so you can see them.

As an added benefit, the mineral
spirits acts like a cleaner, pulling
sanding dust off the workpiece. I
make it a habit to wipe down the
entire project just before I apply a
finish. This removes any remaining
dust and cleans off any oil from my
hands that may affect the finish.

You can’t check your work if you
can’t see it. And that’s even more
true when it comes to sanding. If
you don’t get a good look at the sur-
face of the wood as you work, you
may discover a scratch, dent, or
glue spot you missed when it’s too
late — after the finish is dry. But
there’s an easy solution to this.

I always make sure to have
plenty of light whenever I sand. But
not overhead light. What works
best is task lighting that comes
across the surface at a low angle
(see photo). This creates shadows
so that any ridges, dips, and
scratches stand out, allowing you to
sand them away before it’s too late.

One of the problems you run across
when using folded sandpaper is
wearing out the unexposed surface
because the grit rubs against itself.
To avoid this problem, you can cut
your sheet of sandpaper into quar-
ters and then fold each one into a
pad that eliminates the grit-to-grit
contact, as detailed below.

Folding the pad this way also
works great when sanding on the
lathe. With the four layers of insula-
tion, your fingers stay comfortable.

To fold the pad, first make a
single cut to the center of the sheet.
Then follow the steps shown
below. To expose a new surface,
simply refold the pad.

Using a finish sander is a quick and easy way to
take some of the drudgery out of sanding a project.
But having to stop work to change the sandpaper
as it wears out can be a hassle.

If you have a finish sander that uses clips to hold
the sandpaper in place, try putting four layers on
the sander at the same time. When one layer wears
out, all you have to do is rip it off and you’re ready
to go again, as shown below.
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Protecting an Edge77

The old adage, “Always sand
with the grain, ” is good advice —
and it’s best to follow it most of the
time. But, there are times when it’s
better to sand across the grain.

For example, whenever you
glue up a panel, the odds are a
couple of the joints won’t be per-
fectly flush. You can sand with the
grain to even things out. But this
is a slow, tedious process — even

with a belt sander. And there’s a
tendency to create dips and val-
leys along the length of the
panel as you do this.

Instead, I’ll start by sanding
across the grain, like you see at
right. But I don’t sand any more
than necessary to level the surface.
Remember, you’ll still have to
sand out the cross-grain scratches
later by sanding with the grain.

I keep a number of different diameter dowels
on hand for sanding small coves and contours.
To make this work, you need to smoothly
wrap the sandpaper around the dowel.

In the photo below, you see a handy way
to do this by taking a narrow strip of self-
adhesive sandpaper and spiralling it
around the dowel. An added plus — I find
it’s easier to change the sandpaper since it
doesn’t stick against itself.

Flattening a Panel88
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When I have to do a lot of serious
sanding, I like to use my belt
sander. But the problem is having
all that speed and power at my fin-
gertips. It’s all too easy to sand too
much — especially at the edge of a
project where you can easily round
over a corner without thinking.

An easy solution to this
problem is to clamp a scrap piece
across the end of the surface
you’re sanding, like you see in the

photo at right. The important
thing here is to clamp the scrap
level with the edge. Then as you
sand near the edge, the scrap sup-
ports the sander.

If you go too far and the belt
sander tips, the scrap piece is all that
gets rounded over, not the project.
This “sacrificial” support works
great for sanding dovetail pins and
tails flush, as well as projects with
box joints that stand proud.

Evening up the edges of a project or
sanding the narrow edge of a work-
piece is a real challenge. It’s all too
easy to tip or roll your sanding block
and round over an edge.

To solve this problem, you can use
a flat reference surface (or two) to
sand some of your projects.

The cast iron top of a table saw is
perfect for maintaining a straight,
square edge on a project. All you

have to do is stick a few pieces of
self-adhesive sandpaper to the top
and you’re ready to even up the
edges of a box or drawer, like you
see in the left photo below.

If you’re working with a thin
piece, you can slide the rip fence
over and use that as a guide. The
fence keeps the workpiece square to
the table and prevent it from tipping,
as in the right photo below.



Flat sanding blocks work great for
most of the sanding I have to do.
But occasionally, a flat sanding
block just won’t work for the sur-
face I’m working on.

Whenever I have to sand an
odd-shaped workpiece, like a
piece of cove molding, I like to
match the sanding block to the
shape. To do this easily, you can
make a custom sanding block from
a piece of rigid foam insulation.

To make the block, start by
tracing the profile on one end of the
foam, as in the left photo below.

Once that’s complete, cut the foam
to rough shape on the band saw,
staying just outside the layout line.
(You can also use a hand saw to
shape the block.)

Finally, to “fine-tune” the shape
of the block, stick a piece of sand-
paper on the piece of cove molding
and then sand the foam to match
(right photo below). At this point,
you have a perfectly matched
sanding block. So all you need to
do now is attach a piece of sand-
paper to the foam block and you’re
ready to sand the cove molding.
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The “soft” corners of the sanding block I use for
most of my sanding makes it impossible to sand into
the corners of a project, like a frame and panel door.

To solve this problem, I like to use a flexible steel
scraper as my sanding block. You can trim the sand-
paper flush with the edges and get right into the
corner of a project, as shown below.

There’s nothing more frustrating than sanding a
project on your benchtop and then turning it over
to find a scratch or dent. It’s often the result of a
wood chip or dried glue blob stuck to the bench.

Avoiding this problem is just a matter of using a
carpet mat to protect your work. I picked up a
couple at a local grocery store for about a $1 apiece.

One last thing. It’s easy to put off sanding to the very
end. The problem is that once you’ve assembled the
project or cut a piece to final size, the sanding
becomes much more difficult.

For example, I like to sand glued-up panels flat
before I cut them to size. This way, I don’t have to
worry about rounding over my final edge. And
sanding the aprons and legs of a table before you
glue them together is a whole lot easier.

So start sanding right after you cut the first work-
piece, you’ll save time and get better results. 
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Whenever I lay out an arc on a
workpiece, I know I’ll be cutting it
to rough shape with my band saw
or jig saw. And that always leaves
a roughsawn edge that has to be
sanded smooth. This can be even
more of a challenge than sanding
a straight edge.

A flat sanding block doesn’t
work well because you can’t make
contact with the entire edge of the
curve. And it’s difficult get good
results sanding the edge by hand
with a small piece of sandpaper.

The nice thing is, the solution is
as close as the piece of waste you
just cut free from the workpiece.
Since the waste piece matches the
radius of the workpiece, all you
need to do is cut a small section of

the waste from the center to create
a sanding block. This block will
perfectly match the curve of the
workpiece, like you see in the illus-
tration shown above.
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